
Enid Lakeman's Experiment  with an Exit Poll to Compare STV with the X vote

This account has been taken from her book, 'Power to Elect: the case for Proportional 
Representation', Heineman, 1982

“... It is true that voters, especially in the big towns, do use a local election as an opportunity to 
express their opinion of the national parties – particularly of an unpopular government – but this 
does not mean that they would not welcome an opportunity to express also their views on which 
candidates would make the most competent councillors, which have the best ideas about housing, 
schools, traffic problems or whatever.

A small experiment in my own town of Tunbridge Wells suggests that indeed they would. people 
who had just voted with X's for three councillors were invited to vote again by numbers among the 
same nine candidates. the party balance among those taking part (11:6:3) was not very different 
from that in the entire ward (16:7:3) so presumably they were a reasonably representative sample, 
but in other respects the differences were striking. The first contrast appearing on the counting of 
the first preference votes.

X vote STV

Conservative

Spare 927 90

Streeten, Mrs 906 35

Woodland 881 17

Liberal

Morris 399 26

Rees 384 17

Hart, Mrs 377 35

Labour

Headdon, W 171 11

Lewis, Mrs 169 6

Headdon, Mrs E 158 22

Instead of near equality among the candidates of any one party there were marked differences. The 
only unsatisfactory feature of the STV result was an apparent tendency to alphabetical voting -  
which would not be surprising in people suddenly asked without any preparation to use an 
unfamiliar system. However, this cannot be the whole explanation of the lead shown by the 
candidate whose name appeared first among those of his party, for that lead is by far the largest in 
the case of the candidate who was easily the best known – Spare had recently been a very popular 
mayor. The transfers were mainly on party lines, so that the Conservatives elected two councillors 
(instead of all three) and the Liberals one. The Labour voters were too few to elect one councillor 
out of three (they would of course have elected one in a 6-member ward) but their votes were not 
entirely without effect, for the transfers from the last eliminated Labour candidate helped to decide 
between two Liberals who were neck and neck – and most of the votes from a Labour woman went 
to the Liberal woman.

Whatever may be the voters' reasons for giving preference to one candidate over another, it is those 
preferences which decide who is elected. This means that even if opinions on local issues are 



overshadowed by by national party allegiance, opinion on those local issues is nevertheless 
represented...”


